Hundreds of holes lava LED WATCH

This is a new stylish design and new exotic products. Use high-tech digital technology, numbers permutations and combinations, and imported high-brightness LED carefully crafted made a move people’s heart LED WATCH. When pressing key the watch displays the time, as the heat out break from the watch case gap in the out, flow through ach of your nerves, make you excited, Wow, the time on the wrist, let us have the same time!

Features: 1) display date, time, year. 2) 12/24H. 3) AM/PM. 4) waiting about 3 seconds without pressing button, the watch will return to quiescent state. Battery: Use 2 Model Cr2016 import battery, when the watch brightness dimmed, please replace the new battery. Display time and date: 1) The watch is in quiescent state, press the A button twice and the watch will light, It display date now.

Set time and date: Press A key display the current time, then press B key 2 second the “hour” flashing, now press A key to adjust the hours to the current time; then press B key the “minute” flashing, now press A key to adjust the minutes to the current time; By this way to set the month, date, year and 12/24H change.